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2024 Keystone Rv Arcadia Super Lite
248SLRE

$70,216
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Description Description 2024 Keystone RV Arcadia Super Lite 248SLRE, Keystone Arcadia
Super Lite fifth wheel 248SLRE highlights: Front Private Bedroom Tankless Water
Heater Fireplace Theater Seating Hidden Kitchen Pantry Work Station This fifth
wheel has some really great features that you are sure to love! An outside kitchen
allows you a few cooking options, and it is situated nicely under your 20' awning.
Here you will enjoy the use of a griddle for burgers or pancakes and bacon while
getting some fresh air, plus the mini refrigerator is great for storing cold drinks
that you can easily grab when outside. On the inside, a large slide in the combined
kitchen and living space provides plenty of space. You will enjoy the booth
dinette. Theater seating with a cordless phone charger in the middle is a handy
feature, plus opposite the theater seating you will find an entertainment center
with fireplace below and storage up above. There is also hidden storage behind
the entertainment center. This is a huge plus with tons of pantry storage and even
space to tuck away a sweeper or broom. Along the rear wall, a retractable
desk/work station with a view! Up front, a private bedroom with slide out
wardrobe for added space, plus a queen bed with dual nightstands for your
things. The bathroom features a 48" x 30" shower, plus linen cabinet, vanity with
overhead medicine cabinet, and toilet. You are sure to appreciate the tankless
water heater as well. With any Arcadia Super Lite fifth wheel by Keystone, you will
enjoy easy-to-tow lengths, unmatched storage, and oversized windows to let the
outdoor views in. The structural I-beam frame will provide a strong foundation to
your RV, and the Curt Performance Package means you can enjoy hassle-free
towing. You will be able to camp year around thanks to the Peak Weather
Package that includes a heated and enclosed underbelly, a 35K BTU furnace, and
Keystone's exclusive HyperDeck floor that adds an additional layer of insulation to
your floor. The interior will make you feel at home with residential hardware,
seamless pressed countertops, residential Roman shades throughout, and ample
storage space. Sometimes the best things come in smaller packages; choose a
Arcadia Super Lite today! Sleeps 4 Slideouts 2

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 298281
VIN Number: 4YDFARL23RE550668
Condition: New

Item address 13396 East Highway 92, 33527, Dover, Florida, United States
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